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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of implied covenant jurisprudence and the
development of oil and gas jurisprudence have gone hand in hand. Oil
and gas production has been (jccurring in .the United States since the
1850s. Major developments in oil and gas law came about almost 40
years later and were reasonably mature by the mid-1920s. Implied
covenant law followed that same chronology.1 Although the earliest
cases arose in the 1890s, the basic parameters of implied covenant
jurisprudence were laid out in the landmark decision Brewster v.
Lanyon Zinc Co? This was especially true of the implied covenant to
protect against drainage.3 The law relating to the implied covenant to
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Mineral Law Foundation. The author is appreciative of the Foundation's consent to have the
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1 The leading oil and gas commentators have extensively covered the area of implied
covenants. See~ e.g., 5 HOWARD R. WILLIAMS & CHARLES J. MEYERS, OIL AND GAS LAw
§§ 801-S5 (1993); MAURICE MERRILL, COVENANTS IMPLIED IN OIL AND GAS LEASES (2d ed. 1940
& 1964 Supp.) [hereinafter MERRILL, COVENANTS IMPLIED]; EUGENE Kmrrz, THE LAw OF OIL
AND GAS §§ 55--<i2 (1992); A.W. Walker, The Nature a{the Property Interests Created in an Oil
and Gas Lease in Texas, 11 TEx. L. REV. 399 (1933). For specific articles relating to the
drainage covenant, see Brooks, Liability of an Oil and Gas Lessee for Causing Drainage: A
Standard for Texas, 51 TEl<. L. REv. 546 (1973); George Hardy, Drainage ofOil and Gas from
Adjoining Tracts-A Further Development, 6 NAT. RES. J. 45 (1966); Lee Jones, Rights and
Remedies for NonDevelopment and Failure to Offset (Legal Aspects), 4 INST. ON On.. & GAS L.
& TAX'N 57 (1953); Maurice Merrill, Permitted Drainage-TfI,e Sells Case and Local Law, 4
OKLA. L. REv. 58 (1951) [hereinafter Merrill, Permitted Drainage].

, 140 F. 801 (8th Cir. 1905).
3 Drainage has been defined as the "[mJigration of oil or gas in a reservoir due to a pressure

reduction caused by production from wells bottomed in the reservoir." 8 WILLIAMS & MEYERS,
supra note 1, § 342.
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market and o~r ~pli~d covenants is not well developed, but generally
follows the baslC pnnClples of the law governing implied covenants to
protect against drainage.

The implied covenant doctrines would be just as applicable to the
federal or Indian leases as to fee leases because the federal government
for itself as well as for Indian tribes, has adopted the basic ''private" 0;
"fee" lease form. The jurisprudence of implied covenants, however, has
largely developed in the private sector rather than with federal oil and
gas leases. This Article will review the historical development of
implied coven~nts.in oil and gas leases and discuss two principal
covenants, the Imphed covenant to prevent drainage and the implied
covenant to market. Thereafter, the Article will review the relevant
statutes, regulations, administrative decisions, and judicial opinions
that relate to the application of implied covenant law to federal and
Indian oil and gas leases.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A The Underlying Rationales.

1. Lanyon Zinc and its Predecessors

The origins of implied covenants in oil and gas leases are traced to
the dictum of an early Pennsylvania case, Stoddard v. Emery.4
Although the dispute involved an express development covenant the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, in dictum, concluded that even i~ the
absence of an express clause "[t]here would of course have arisen an
implication that the property should be developed reasonably, and
eVidence of a custom of reasonable development by boring a given
number of wells in a certain space of time would have been competent
and perhaps controlling.""

Many of the early cases dealing with implied covenants combined
the concept of development and the concept of protection from drainage
in dealing with the lessor's claim that not enough wells were being
drilled. Thus, in Harris v. Ohio Oil Co.,' the Ohio Supreme Court
described the lessor's claim as follows: "His only complaint is that the
company has failed to drill the number of wells necessary to properly

• IS A. 339 (Pa. 1889).
6 ld. at 442.
, 48 N.E. 502 (Ohio 1897).

develop the lands, and so protect the lines as to prevent wells on
ad'oining lands from draining the oil from under his lands."7 After
a~tting that there was no express covenant or agreement regarding
the extent to which the lands should be developed, the Ohio Supreme
Court clearly found that an implied covenant to develop and to
"reasonably protect the lines" should be found.· The basis for this
implication was ''principle and authority," along with the notion that the
law implies other covenants in commercial transactions, such as a
reasonable time to perform if none is expressed and performance of a
contract in a workmanlike manner."

The Harris court's eagerness to find implied obligations between
the parties to an oil and gas lease was not universally accep~e~. A
dissenting judge in Kleppner v. Lemon concluded t~at th~ .maJorlty's
holding that the lessee was impliedly obligated to~addition~ w~lls

to develop and protect the lease from drainage was a flagrant Violation
of the liberty and sanctity of contracts, by raising a purely factitious

b b . "'0equity to enable the complainant now to make a etter argam..
This dissenting view, however, was silenced by Judge Van Devanter m
Brewster v. Lanyon Zinc Co., a case that provided the theoretical
support for the implication of covenants in an oil and gas lease.

Lanyon Zinc is a classic example of a drainage case. The lessor
executed a lease covering three separate tracts of land that totalled
approximately 312.5 acres in size." The lease provided that the lessee
should "drill or pay rental" within two years, and the rentals were duly
paid. l2 The lease contained a five year primary term with a one-tenth
royalty reserved for oil production and a fifty dollar per well royalty for
gas production." Two months prior to the end of the primary term the
lessee drilled a producing well and paid the lessor fifty dollars." No
further drilling activities were begun when the lessor filed suit seeking
to tenninate the lease.'" There were no express leasehold provisions
relating to the number of wells that were to be drilled or to the
prevention of drainage to adjoining tracts.'· Judge Van Devanter

, ld. See also Kleppner v. Lemon, 35 A. 109, 110 (Pa. 1896).
, Harris, 48 N.E. at 505.

, ld. . .)
" Kleppner v. Lemon, 35 A. 109, 110-11 (pa. 1896) (Mitchell, J., dissentmg .
11 Brewster v. Lanyon Zinc Co., 140 F. 801, 810 (8th eir. 1905).
12 Id. at 808.
13 ld. at 810.
" ld. at 808.
" ld. at 815.
" ld. at 809.
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IS Walker, supra note I, at 402-06.
19 Id. at 402.
20 MERRILL, COVENANTS IMPLIED, supra note 1, at 470-71. See also Pat H. Martin, A Modern

Look at Implied Covenants to Explore. Develop and Market under Mineral Leases, 27lNsT. OF
OIL & GAS L. & TAX'N 177, 197-98 (1976).

21 5 WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 1, § 803.
22 Charles J. Meyers & Steven M. Crafton. The Covenant of Further Exploration,-Thirty

Years Later. 32 RoCKY MTN. MIN. L. INST. 1-1, 1-20 (1986). The term "relational contract" was
defined in Charles J. Goetz & Robert E. Scott, Principles ofRelational Contracts, 67 VA. L. REV.
1089, 1091 (1981).

23 MEYERS & CRAFrON, supra note 22, at 1-20.
24 Goetz & Scott. supra note 22, at 1091.

In the 1980s, Dean Charles Meyers ''borrowed'' the concept of the
relational contract as a way of explaining the growth of implied
covenant law.22 A relational contract exists when "an asset (or
something of value) is managed by the performing party, with the
income (or return on capital) of the passive party solely dependent on
the performing party's actions. Clearly this is the situation faced by the
lessor of an oil and gas lease."" Relational contracts also involve the
lack of definitive, written obligations because of the nature of the
subject matter of the agreement." Parties cannot predict with
certainty all of the variables that will affect oil and gas operations over
a potentially lengthy period of time.

Another aspect of relational contracts is the possibility of "opportu-

2. The Relational Contract and the Need to Control
Opportunistic Behavior

authority, A. W. Walker, Jr., that implied covenants are implied in
fact. 18 A covenant is implied in fact if it is derived from the written
instrument or the circumstances that surround its execution.'~

Clearly, the Lanyon Zinc rationale with its references to the intent of
the parties and the nature of oil and gas development is supportive of
the implied-in-fact doctrine. Professor Merrill, on the other hand,
believed that implied covenants were a creation of the courts in order
to impose a regime of fair dealing between the lessor and lessee.20 As
suggested by Williams and Meyers, there is a kernel of truth in both
positions." Courts have been willing to add to the express obligations
of the lessee both because of equitable considerations and because of the
nature of the oil and gas lease. Both doctrines have influenced the
development of implied covenant law and it i~ difficult, if not impossi
ble, to say which has been more predominant, notwithstanding the
widespread judicial acceptance of the implied-in-fact rationale.
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It is con~ded ..: that the lease contains no express stipulation as
to wha~, if ~ything, should be done in the way of searching for and
produc~ oil o~ ~as ~r the first five years; but it does not follow
from this that It IS S11ent on the subject, or that the matter is left
absolute.ly to the will of the lessee. Whatever is implied in a
contract IS as effectual as what is expressed Oil d

II c . .. .. an gas are
USUa y .ound lU porous rock at considerable depth under th
surface of the earth. Unlike coal, iron, and other minerals they d~
not have a fixed situs ... but are capable of flowing from' place t
place ,,:nd of bein~ drawn off by wells penetrating their natura~
reSerVOlr at any pomt. TheJ:'~ part of the land, and belong to the
owner so long as they are m It, or are subject to his control' but
when they flow elsewhere, or are brought Within the cont;o! f
another. : . th~ ti~le of the former owner is gone. . . . 0

. The ~plic~tion necessarily arising from these provisions-
the mtention w~ch they obviously reflect-is that if, at the end of
the five-~earpenod prescribed fur original exploration and develop
men.t, 011 and.gas,. one o~ both, had been found to exist in the
demlsed premlses m paymg quantities, the work of exploration
d~~elopment, and production should proceed with reasonabl~
diligence for the common benefit of the parties, or the premises be
surrende~ed to the lessor. That this was of the very essence of the
contract IS .sho~ by the extensive character of the grant . . . .

Consldenng the migratory nature of oil and gas and the
danger of their being drawn off through wells on other~s if the
~eld sho~d become fully developed, all of which [must] have been
ill the minds of the parties, it is manifest that the terms of the lease
contemplated action and diligence on the part of the lessee. There
could not well have been an express stipulation as to the number of
wells ~ be drilled, as to when the wells, other than the first, should
be dnlled, or as to the rate at which the production therefrom
should proceed, because these matters would depend in large
meas~ upOll future conditions, which could not be anticipated with
certalUty, s~c~ ~s '.' . the presence of wells on adjacent lands
capabl~of dimim~hingOr exhausting the supply in the natural
r~servOlr. The subJect was, therefore, rationally left to the implica
tion, necessarily arising in the absence of express stipulation....17

The above excerpt reflects the position held by an early prominent

4
[Vol. 15

provided the following rationale for implying covenants in oil d
leases: an gas
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nistic behavior." It occurs when "a penorming party behaves contrary
to the other party's understanding of their contract, but not necessarily
contrary to the agreement's explicit terms, leading to a transfer of
wealth from the other party to the performer."" Dean Meyers saw
implied covenants as a response to the lessee's opportunistic behavior
that would inevitably arise out of the leasing transaction when the
interests of the lessor and lessee diverge:' Lanyon Zinc recognized the
potential for opportunistic behavior and understood the difficulty of
requiring the lessor to expressly state all of the duties that were to be
penormed by the lessee. The lessor is protected by requiring the lessee
to act in a way which benefits both the lessor's and lessee's interests.

B. The Reasonable and Prudent Operator Standard

Along with the imposition of implied duties came the task of
defining the nature of the duty. Again we need go no further than
Lanyon Zinc to describe the nature of the duty and why the reasonable
and prudent operator CRPO) standard should be applied, rather than
the good faith standard.27 Several of the early implied covenant cases
had applied a subjective good faith standard." The Lanyon Zinc
opinion defined the good faith test as follows: "OOt seems to be held that
the question of what is reasonable in the way of continued exploration
and development ... is committed to the judgment of the lessee, whose
determination, ifmade honestly and in good faith, is conclusive . . . .'>2,
While the good faith test was adopted in a number ofjurisdictions in
the early 1900s, the prevailing view today is that the RPO test is the
appropriate standard to apply in implied covenant cases.3D

In Lanyon Zinc, Judge Van Devanter also provided the rationale
behind the adoption of the RPO standard. He stated:

25 Meyers & Crafton, supra note 22, at 1-20 (quoting Timothy J. Muris. Opportunistic
Behavior and the Law ofContracts, 65 MINN. L. REV. 521 (1981)).

26 Meyers & Crafton, supra note 22, at 1-21.
27 Recently, Professor (now Judge) Steve Williams and Professor Pat Martin have argued for

a different standard that gives greater leeway to the lessee's business decis,ions. See Martin,
supra note 20; Williams, Implied Covenants in Oil and Gas Leases: Some General Principles, 29
!CAN. L. REV. 153, 165 (1981).

'" See, e.g., Kellar v. Craig, 126 F. 630 (4th Cir. 1903); Colgan v. Forest Oil Co" 45 A. 119
(Pa 1899).

29 Lanyon Zinc, 140 F. at 813.
30 Williams and Meyers suggest that Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, West VIrginia, and

Wyoming at one time embraced the good faith standard but that later cases in each of the
jurisdictions adopted the RPO standard. 5 WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 1, § 806.2.

The object of the operations being to obtain a be,;-efit ~r profit for
both lessor and lessee, it seems obvious ... that neJ.t1';er IS m:"de the
arbiter of the extent to which or the diligence w1th Wh1Ch the

ti· hall proceed and that both are bound by the standardopera ouss, f th
of what is reasonable .... There can, therefore, be a breach 0 e
covenant for the exercise of reasonable diligence, though the lessee
be not guilty of fraud or bad faith.

But, while this is so, no breach can occur save ~he~e ~e
absence of such diligence is both certain and substantial m Vlew of
the actual circumstances at the time, as distinguished from mere
expectations on the part of the lessor .... No obli~ation rests on
him [lessee] to carry the operations beyond the pomt where th~y
will be profitable to him, even if some benefit to the lessor Wlll
result from them. It is only to the end that the oil and g~. shall~
extracted with benefit or profit to both that reasonable diligence 1S
required.... Whatever, in the circumstances, wo~d be reasonably
expected of operators of ordinary prudenc,:, haVl~ r~fard to the
interests of both lessor and lessee, is what 1S reqmred.

The parameters of the RPO standard were set forth with un;m;istakable
larity and with a few exceptions have been followed rehgiously' by
~ost c~urts. AB applied to the various implied covenants, the applica
tion of the RPO standard may change, but the courts are nearly
unanimous in the formulation of the general principles that were set

forth in 1905:'

C. The Effect ofExpress Covenants

The earliest cases, including Lanyon Zinc, clearly recognized that
implied covenants exist only in the absence of express covenants

ering the same subject matter." But it is wrong to conclude that,
::rely because there is an express leasehold provision that relates to
one of the areas covered by the various implied ~ov~ants, the courts
will not apply traditional implied covenant doctrine.

31 Lanyon Zinc, 140 F. at 814.
32 5 WILLIAMS & MEYERS supra note I, § 806.2. . . d h
33 For example, the Kan~as Supreme Court noted: ~en ~ le~se p~vi~es how an w

4
~

search for oil and gas shall be made, there is no room for"un~licat.lO~. Millso~~=~ ~nsi
142 144 (1908) Likewise the West Virginia Court stated: An Implication cann . g
an ;xpress agr~ement. In so far as it is inconsistent with the tenns of the agreement, It must

yield." Carper v. United Fuel Gas Co., 89 S.E. 12, 14 (W. Va. 19~~). r . ling all' lied
34 Dean Kuntz argues that even a blanket and express proVlSlOn e noma . unp

Is It ching to the lease should not be enforced unless there are specific. express
covenan a a d k ling 5 KUNTZ supra note
covenants dealing with drilling, develo~ment. drainage, an mar e. ,
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The modern rule regarding the preemption of implied covenants by
express covenants involves several related questions. Most courts
initially ask whether the express and implied covenants are inconsis
tent.as A second issue is whether the express and implied covenants
cover the same subject matter." For example, a covenant to drill a
specified number of wells may not relate to the protection of the
leasehold estate from external drainage.37 Other courts construe
language seeking to preempt implied covenants strictly against the
lessee. This often results in a finding that the implied covenants were
not preempted." Finally, in a series of cases in which the lessee tried
to decrease the duty of care owed the lessor, the courts enforced the
agreement, but still imposed a good faith standard of conduct notwith
standing the express language to thEl contrary:'

III. THE IMPLIED COVENANT TO PREVENT DRAINAGE

The implied covenant to prevent drainage is sometimes referred to
as the protection covenant, the offset well covenant, or the protection
well covenant. In the common law context, many of the influential
commentators incorporated into their definition of the covenant the duty
to drill offset wells.40 However, the drainage covenant may encompass
more than just the requirement to drill offset wells, as it does in the
federal oil and gas areas where compensatory royalties are the primary
remedy sought for brooches of the covenant. In this paper, the covenant
will be referred to as the "drainage covenant" to avoid any confusion.

1, §§ 54-55. For example, Dean Kuntz agrees with the result in Swigert v. Stafford, 193 P.2d
106, 107 (Cal. 1948), which enforced such an express waiver, but only because the lease
provided for a specific drilling program.

" See, e.g., Hartman Ranch Co. v. Associated Oil Co., 73 P.2d 1163 (1937); Texas Co. v.
Ramsower, 7 S.W.2d 872 (Tex. Com. App. 1928).

" Stanolind Oil & Gas Co. v. Christian, S3 S.W.2d 408, 409 (Tex. Civ. App. 1935), writ refd.
37 See, e.g., Stanolind, 83 S.W.2d at 409. .
38 In Cowden v. Broderick & Calvert, 114 S.W.2d 1166 (Tex. 1938), the court found that even

though the lease provided for an express promise to drill offset wells and a further agreement
"that all other development shall be at the discretion of the lessee," the implied covenant to
develop was not preempted. ld. at 1171.

39 See, e.g., Brooks v. Arkansas-Louisiana Pipe Line Co., 77 F.2d 965 (8th Cir. 1935); Cowden
v. Broderick & Calvert, 114 S.W.2d 1166 (Tex. 1938); Coats v. Brown, 301 S.W.2d 932 (Tex. Civ.
App. 1957) (no writ). See also Maurice H. Merrill, Lease Clauses Affecting Implied Covenants,
2 INST. OF OIL & GAS L. & TAX'N 141, 187-88 (1951).

40 See, e.g., Walker, supra note 1, at 401; 2 W.L. SUMMERS, THE LAw OF OIL AND GAS § 395
(1959).

A. Elements of a Drainage Covenant Case

1. Substantial Drainage

To establish breach of the drainage covenant, it is axiomatic that
the lessor must prove that oil or gas is being draine~ fro;n its lea~e.
The duty is often expressed as the duty to protect agamst substantIal
drainage."" This requirement is sometimes considered redundant
because of the further requirement that the lessor prove thB:t~ offset
well will produce in sufficient quantities so that all dnllmg and
operating costs will be recovered, alon? wi~h a re~sonable profit.
Nonetheless, it is typically included in the Jury mstruction and probably
does little harm to the lessor's chances of winning a drainage covenant

case.42

2. The RPO Standard

The following jury instruction describes the nature of the RPO
standard as it applies to the drainage covenant:

[A] duty arises only if a reasonably pTIldent operator wi~ knowl
edge of the risks involved would protect from such dramage by
drilling a well and also unless [sic] a reasonably pTIldent operator
would have a reasonable expectation of producing gas and conden
sate in paying quantities. The term "paying quantities" as .used in
this charge, means production of gas and condensate m such
quantities as would give the operator a reasonab~e profit after
deducting the costs of drilling, completing, operating, taxes and
marketing.'"

"See : g Gerson v Anderson-Prichard Prod. Corp., 149 F.2d 444 (lOth Cir. 1945); Cone
v. Amo"; ~;d. Co., 532'P.2d 590 (N.M. 1975); Good v. TXO Prod. Corp., 763 S.W.2d 59 (Tex.

App. 1985), writ refd. .' '"[Y]
42 See, e.g., Good v. TXO Prod. Corp., where the court gave the followmg m8tru~on:. ou

are instructed that a reasonably prudent operator has the duty to preventsubstantial dramage
of gas and condensate ... if a reasonably prudent operator would drill a well .to pre;ent such
drainage." 763 S.W.2d at 60. It is unlikely that a lessor could prove substantial dr81nage but
could not prove that an offset well would be profitable or, the converse, that an offset well would

be profitable but there was not substantial drainage. , .
The United States took the position that under federal oil,and gas leases and regulation~,

the federal lessee was required to protect against any drainage regardless of~e amo~t·frTbi.
was rejected in Nola Grace Ptasynski, 89 LD. 208, 83 IBLA 240 (1982). DIscussed m a at

Section V.B. ) . I'd
" Good v. TXO Prod. Corp., 763 S.W.2d 59; 60 (Tex. App. 1988 , wnt re" .
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have sustained their burden of proof that the lessee has breached the
drainage covenant. Because the underlying cause of action is essential
ly a breach of contract claim, the usual remedy is ~o~ey damages:'
Without a showing that the money damages remedy 18 madequate, the
lessor would not be able to receive equitable relief, including partial or
total lease cancellation or a mandatory injunction to drill an offset
well.50 Nonetheless, in a surprisingly large number of cases, courtS
have granted equitable relief. .. . ..

In one of the earliest drainage covenant cases ansmg m illinOIS,
the lllinois Supreme Court found that because it would be difficult to
determine the amount of oil lost by the drainage, the legal remedy of
damages was inadequate.51 The court then canceled the entire
lease.52 Other than Louisiana53 and states that have statutory
provisions allowing cancellation," the prevailing view is that absolute
cancellation is an inappropriate remedy.55 The remedy of conditional
cancellation is more frequently ordered.

Typically, a court will order the lessee to drill an offset well ~thin
a specified period of time. If the well is not completed, the lease will be
canceled. The cancellation can be of either the entire lease or only part
of the lease. For example, in Renner v. Monsanto Chemical Co., the
court found that conditional cancellation was an appropriate exercise of
judicial discretion to fashion a remedy where the legal remedy was
inadequate.5s .

The most widely recognized remedy for a breach of the dramage
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The definition of production in paying quantities in the implied
covenant context is thus quite different from the definition in the
habendum clause context, where paying quantities means only th t
~rodUl:ing well give the.o?erator a pr~fit over production costs, :o~
mc~ud~n? the. cost of drIllmg, completmg, and equipping the weI!."
While It IS uniformly agreed that the lessor must show that the lesse
has a reasonable expectation of both a recoupment of his investm ~
and a profit," the rationale for the rule is often unstated. It is cle:
however, that the RPO standard in general merely requires the lesse '
to operate the lease by taking into account the interests of both th:
lessor and the lessee. The lessee is not an insurer of maximum royalty
?ayments. The RPO would only drill a well if it would be profitable to
~t, not to ~omeone else such as the royalty owner. Likewise, the lessor
~ executmg a lease does not expect the lessee to sacrifice the lessee's
mterest on the lessor's behalf.

In proving profitability, the real issue is the likelihood not the
reality, of profitability." There is no requirement that the les~ee must
be assured of profitability because the oil and gas drilling business is
inlIerently risky.47 There has been relatively little written about what
constitutes a reasonable profit. One case compared the market value
of the pro?osed offset wells with the costs of drilling and production,"
although It would probably be more economically correct to talk inu:rms of a~eving payo~t and a profit over a reasonable period of time.
Smce these Issues are JUry questions and the instructions are quite
general in nature, it is unlikely that an appellate court would have an
opportunity to specify how profitability is to be defined. It must be
defined with reference to the general RPO standard which gives great
discretion to the finder of fact. '
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B. Remedies for Breach ofDrainage Covenant

The courts have ordered a wide panoply of remedies to lessors who

: See, e.g., Whitaker v. Texaco, Inc., 2S3 F.2d 169, 175-76 (10th Cir. 1960).
See, e.g., Stanolind Oil & Gas Co. v. Sellers, 174 F.2d 948 (10th Cir. 1949), cert. denied,

338 U.S. 867 (1949); Rush v. King Oil Co., 556 P.2d 481 (Kan. 1976); Breaux v. Pan American
Petroleum Corp., 163 So. 2d 406 (La. App. 1964), writ refd, 165 So. 2d 481 (La. 1964); Texas
Pacific Coal & Oil Co. v. Barker, 6 S.W.2d 1031 (Tex. 1928).

" See~ e.g., Olsen v. Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., 212 F. Supp. 332 (D. Wyo. 1963); Gruy v. Reiter
Foster Oil Corp., 150 S.W.2d 842 (Tex. Civ. App. 1941).

:: Knight v. Herndon Drilling Co., 296 P.2d 158, 164-65 (Okla. 1955).
Chapman v. Sohio Petroleum Co., 297 S.W.2d 885, 887 (Tex. Civ. App. 1956), writ refd

n.r.e.

49 Walker, supra note 1, at 435.
'" Meaher v. Getty Oil Co., 450 So. 2d 443, 447 (Ala. 1944).
" Powers v. Bridgeport Oil Co., 87 N.E. 381, 383 (Ill. 1909).
fj2Id. Williams and Meyers state that courts that cancel leases might be implying a type of

condition subsequent to the conveyance which when breached gives the lessor the P?wer to
terminate. A better explanation, they suggest, is that the court is merely finding that s:nce ~e
legal remedies are inadequate, the court has the discretion to order such eqwtable relief as It
deems appropriate. 5 WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 1, § 825.1.

53 See, e.g., Breaux v. Pan American Petroleum Corp., 163 So. 2d 406, 409 (La. App. 1964),
writ rofd, 165 So. 2d 481 (La. 1964).

M See, e.g., Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 353.040 (Michie 1993).
5li See, e.g., Meaher v. Getty Oil Co., 450 So. 2d 443 (Ala. 1984); but cf. Renner v. Monsanto

Chemical Co., 345 P.2d 326 (Kan. 1960) (holding that an oil and' gas lease is canceled due to ti>e
breach of a drainage covenant when appellant did not act with reasonable dili~nce)j.Ramsey
Petroleum Corp. v. Davis, 85 P.2d 427 (Okla. 1935) (holding that a court of eqwty will cancel
a lease based upon substantial drainage if the facts and circumstances dictate). .

56 Renner v. Monsanto Chemical Co., 354 P.2d 326, 337-38 (Kan. 1956); see also Elliott v.
Pure Oil Co., 139 N.E.2d 295, 300-.Q1 (Ill. 1956); Wes-Tex Land Co. v. Simmons, 566 S.W.2d
719, 722-23 (Tex. Civ. App. 1975), writ refd n.r.e.
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covenant is money damages.57 The fact that the damages may be
difficult to ascertain would not of itself bar the recovery.58 There have
been two approaches to measuring the amount of damages owed by the
les.see. The first measure looks to the royalty that would have been
paId on the hydrocarbons that have been drained to the adjacent
parcel." This ifoften used where the draining is being accomplished
by a cornmon lessee.

6o
A second measure of damages is based on the

royalty that would have been paid had an offset well been drilled."
There is little discussion of when the calculation of damages is to start
but an early Texas case concluded that the damages should b~
measured~t~a\~ ti~e when protection against drainage should
hl:LVe been rnstltuted. This second measure of damages is consistent
WIth the treatment of the drainage covenant as a limited duty triggered
by the find~g that a well will attain payout plus a reasonable profit.
The lessee IS not a guarantor against all drainage and should not have
to pay for the value of drained hydrocarbons which, under the rule of
capture, belong to the adjacent owner.

C. Notice and Demand for Cure ofBreach ofDrainage Covenant

Either by statute,"' express leasehold provision or the common
H . '

law, the lessor may be reqmred to put the lessee on notice before
asserting a claim for the breach of the implied drainage covenant.
Texas, however, finds that a standard notice and demand clause that
refers to cancellation or forfeiture of the lease does not prevent a lessor
from litigating an implied covenant breacl1 without prior notice to the
lessee, if the lessor is only seeking damages.65 Where demand is
required, the measure of damages is Calculated only after the passage

" See, e.g., Hartman Ranch Co. v. Associated Oil Co., 73 P.2d 1163, 1174 (Cal. 1937); Phillips
Petroleum Co. vo. Millette, 72 So. 2d 176 (Miss. 1954), 74 So. 2d 731 (dissenting opinion) (Miss.
1954); Pan Amencan Petroleum Corp. v. Hardy, 370 S.W.2d 904 (Tex. Cir. App. 1963), writ refd
n.r.e.

" See Texas Pacific Coal & Oil Co. v. Barker, 6 S.W.2d 1031, 1034 (Tex. 1928).
" See Olsen v. Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., 212 F. Supp. 332, 334 (D. Wyo. 1963).
60 See supra notes 69-88 and accompanying text.

"See, e.g., Hartmau Ranch Co. v. Associated Oil Co., 73 P.2d 1163, 1166 (Cal. 1937); North
American Petroleum Co. v. Knight, 321 P.2d 964, 967 (Okla. 1958); Shell Oil Co. v. Stansbury,
401 S.W.2d 623 (Tel<. Civ. App. 1966), writ refd n.r.e., 410 S.W.2d 187 (Tex. 1966).

: Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. v. Bryan, 291 S.W. 692, 694 (Tex. Civ. App. 1927), writ re{d.
See e.g., LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 31:136 (West 1989)..

: See, e.g., Sundheim v. Reef Oil Corp., 806 P.2d 503, 508 (Mont. 1991).
See also TXO Prod. Corp. v. Page Farms, Inc., 698 S.W.2d 791, 794 (Ark. 1985); Texas Oil

& Gas Corp. v. Vela, 429 S.W.2d 866,895 (Tex. 1968).

of a reasonable time after such notice has been given.66 As a cornmon
law principle, Montana at one time required a lessor to provide written
notice of an alleged breach of an offset well covenant before a cause of
action could be alleged." This harsh rule was modified in a later
opinion where the Montana Supreme Court stated:

[We] hold that before a lessee's duty to drill an offset well arises, he
must have reasonable notice of the necessity to protect the lease
hold. Such notice can either be express, from the lessor, or
constructive, gained from the surrounding circumstances. . . .

This rule is only applicable to those cases in which a lessor is
seeking relief in the form of damages, however. If he is seeking
other forms of relief, such as forfeiture of the lease, he must give
written notice in order to give the lessee a chance to cure the
breach.68

Without an express notice and cure provision, it seems somewhat
intrusive to add such a requirement to the lease. Unlike the other
covenants that govern hard-to-predict future events, the parties are free
to include a general notice and cure provision should they so agree.

D. The Problem ofFraudulent Drainage (Common Lessee)

Fraudulent drainage or.common lessee drainage refers to the
situation where a single lessee owns adjoining tracts, one of which is
draining the other. The existence of fraudulent drainage may impact
the way the common law analyzes the implied drainage covenant.
There are, however, a number of cases where the facts clearly indicate
that fraudulent drainage was occurring but the opinion makes no
reference to those facts in reaching its result.69 In a number of other
cases, the courts note the existence of fraudulent drainage but clearly
state that the traditional cornmon law rules relating to the elements of
a drainage covenant action and the allocation of the burden of proof
remain the same." One of the rationales supporting this approach is

'" Billeaud Planters v. Union Oil Co., 245 F.2d 14, 18-19 (5th Cir. 1957).
'" U.V. Indus., Inc. v. Danielson, 602 P.2d 571, 584 (Mont. 1979).
M Sundheim v. Reef Oil Corp., 806 P.2d 503, 508-09 (Mont. 1991).

'M See, e.g., Billeaud Planters v. Union Oil Co., 245 F.2d 14, 18 (5th Cir. 1957); Deep Rock
Oil Corp. V. Bilby, 186 P.2d 823, 828-27 (Okla. 1947); Chapman v. Sohio Petroleum Co., 297
S.W.2d 885, 888-87 (Tex. Civ. App. 1956), writ refd n.r.e.

70 See, e.g., Breaux v. Pan American Petroleum Corp., 163 So. 2d 406, 416-17 (La. App.
1964); Monsanto Chemical Co. v. Andreae, 147 So. 2d 116, 118-19 (Miss. 1962); Rogers v.
Heston Oil Co., 735 P.2d 542, 548 (Okla. 1984); Shell Oil Co. v. Stansbury, 401 S.W.2d 623, 635
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that the imposition of additional duties on the lessee in these circum
stances might harm the adjacent lessor, to whom the common lessee
also owes covenantal duties." The Louisiana Supreme Court supplied
the following rationale to support the no-effect approach:

Ifplaintiffs' argument is adopted it would logically follow that in
every case where a person owns mineral leases on two adjoining
tracts ofland, both of which overlie the same common reservoir, he
would not be permitted to produce more oil from one tract than
from the other, or he would have to pay royalties ·to the lessors in
both leases from all producing wells located on either tract. . .. [If
the RPO standard were abolished, the lessee] would be compelled
(1) to drill the offset well in spite of the cost, or (2) to surrender his
lease, or (3) to discontinue producing from the adjacent well, or (4)
to pay plaintiffs the value of a portion of the oil received from the
adjacent well.. " [W]e do not think plaintiffs have the right to
compel their lessee to discontinue producing minerals from the
neighboring tract or to pay to plaintiffs a portion of the oil produced
from that tract.72

Oklahoma
73

and Texas" follow the rule that the lessor must sustain
the burden of proof on all elements, including the RPO standard, even
where the drainage is being caused by the plaintiffs lessee.

There are also a number of cases where the courts have made it
easier for the lessor to win a fraudulent drainage case than a non
fraudulent drainage case. In some cases, the courts have found that
once fraudulent drainage is proven, the lessor no longer must show that
an offset well would attain payout plus a reasonable profit.7' Cook v.

(Tex. Civ. App. 1966), writ refd n.r.e., 410 S.W.2d 187 (Tex. 1966).
"Tide Water ABsoc. Oil Co. v. Stott, 159 F.2d 174, 178 (5th Cir. 1946), cert. denied, 331 U.S.

817 (1947), The problem of owing multiple duties was addressed by the Texas Supreme Court
in Amoco Produ£tion Co. v. Alexander, 622 S.W.2d 563 (Tex. 1981). There Amoco owned both
updip and downdip leases in a water-drive field. ld. at 566. In between its lease were leases
held by Exxon. ld. Amoco began a drilling program. designed to maximize production from its
npdip wells, which incidentally caused its downdip and Exxon's wells to prematurely water out.
ld. Amoco's royalty obligation on its updip wells was less than on its downdip wells. ld. The
Texas Supreme Court found that Amoco could not sacrifice its downdip royalty owners' interests
for those of the updip owners. ld. at 569. While noting that Amoco was in a difficult position,
the court said that its duties to the updip Owners could not lessen its duties to the downdip
owners. ld.

12 Breaux v. Pan American Petroleum Corp., 163 So. 2d at 417.
" Feely v. Davis, 784 P.2d 1066, 1069 (Okla. 1989).
14 Amoco Production Co. v. Alexander, 622 S.W.2d 563, 568 (Tex. 1981); Shell Oil Co. v.

Stansbury, 410 S.W.2d 187, 188 (Tex. 1966).
" See, e.g., Cook v. El Paso Natural Gas Co., 560 F.2d 978, 983 (10th Cir. 1977); (katy v.

El Paso Natural Gas CO. 76 is illustrative of the cases eliminating the
RPO standard. Cook was a federal oil and gas lessee who assigned her
lease to Phillips and retained an overriding royalty of five percent.77

Phillips assigned to EI Paso, which also owned an adjacent 320 acre
federal oil and gas lease.7

' After drilling a producing well, EI Paso
sought to increase the proration unit to 640 acres to include the Cook
lease.7

' Prior to a state administrative decision, the United States
Geological Service determined that a well could not be drilled on the
Cook lease because it would unduly interfere with potash mining.'o
The Cook lease had contained a "potash stipulation," which prohibited
oil and gas drilling if it would interfere with potash mining." EI Paso
continued to produce its well and never included the Cook lease in the
proration unit." Cook, as a result, was not receiving any overriding
royalty payments." .

The rationale for the court's elimination of the RPO standard m
the Cook case was based on its fmding that there existed a general
implied covenant to refrain from activities that would injure the royalty
owner's interest." As to that covenant, apparently no RPO duty of
care attaches. The existence of substantial drainage is all that the

It ' 85lessor need prove in order to be awarded compensatory roya 1es.
The fact that the common lessee has been saved the cost of drilling an
offset well, but nonetheless reaps the benefit of producing the oil or gas,

Adams Oil & Gas Co., 31 F. Supp. 830, 835 (E.D. m. 1940); R.R. Bush Oil Co. v. Beverly-Lincoln
Land Co., 158 P.2d 754, 758 (Cal. Ct. App. 1946).

" 560 F.2d 978 (10th Cir. 1977).
17 ld. at 980.
78 Id.
19 ld.
80 ld.
III Id.
82 Id.

83 Id. This case is also interesting because it assumes that the owner of an overriding
royalty interest carved out of the lease stands in the shoes of the lessor and can sue for breach
of the drainage covenant. See generally Bruce Kramer, Royalty Interests in the United States:
Not Cut From the Same Cloth, 29 TuLSA L.J. 449 (1994). Compare Bolton v. Coats, 533 S.W.2d
914,916 (Tex. 1975) (holding that an overriding royalty owner can sue) with MeNeill v. Peaker,
488 S.W.2d 706, 707 (Ark. 1973) (holding that an overriding royalty owner cannot sue). The
United States, as lessor of both the Cook and EI Paso leases, was indifferent to the outcome.
All of the gas that was being produced would generate royalties to it regardless of where the
gas was produced.

" Cook, 560 F.2d at 984. '
85 ld. at 982. The court concluded that compensatory royalties were designed to compensate

an adjacent landowner whose land was being drained. ld. (citing Pan American Petroleum
Corp. v. Udall, 192 F. Supp. 626, 628 (D.D.C. 1961)).
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was deemed persuasive by the Tenth Circuit.B6

Some other courts take a less drastic knife to the common law rul
where a common. lessee is involved. Instead of eliminating the RP~
standard, they shift the burden of producing evidence and the ultimate
burden of persuasion on the issue of the profitability of the offset well
to the common lessee. 67 The existence of a common lessee rna
C?mplicate th~ legal issues involved since several states have confli~
V1~W~ on the nnpact of common lessee drainage.. Most of the states that
e~te the RPO standard or shift the burden of proof emphasize the
Wl~dfall to the common lessee. The states that apply the traditional
dramage covenant elements stress that the lessee is not an insurer of
~roduction and should only be forced to act where it is in the best
~terests of both the lessor and lessee. Further complicating the issue
IS the fact that the common lessee has duties to both lessors duties that
may be in conflict and that create difficult choices for the common
lessee."

N. IMPLIED COVENANT TO MARKET

The second of the two principal covenants to be discussed the
implied c.o,":enant to market production, also has a lengthy hi;tory
although It IS not as fully developed as the implied covenant to prevent
drainage." An 1899 decision of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court laid
!he foundation for the implied covenant to market, even though the case
mvolved an express covenant to market.90 The lease provided for a flat

86 [d. at 982-83.

87 S~e, e.g., Seacat v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 561 F. Supp. 98, 104 CD. Kan. 1983); Elliott v.
Pure 011 Co., 139 N.E.2d 295, 299 (III. 1956); Dixon v. Anadarko Prod. Co., 505 P.2d 1394,
1396-97 (Okla. 1972). This is the view preferred by William and Meyers. 5 WILLIAMS &
MEYERS, supra note 1, §§ 824.2 to 824.3.

8B Fo~ example, in Tide Water Associated Oil Co. v. Stott, 159 F.2d 174, 178 (5th Cir. 1946),
cert. dented, 331 U.S. S17 (1947), the Fifth Circuit 6tated: "The duty of an oil and gas lessee to
operate the leased premises in a reasonable and prudent manner cannot prevent his operating
the adjoining properties to the mutual advantage of the lessee and lessor there concerned." [d.
See also Amoco Prod. Co. v. Alexander, 622 S.W.2d 563 (Tex. 1981) (noting that where Amoco
had both updip and downdip leases in a water drive field whereby its activities that accrued to
its benefit and the benefit of the updip royalty owners, likewise injured the downdip royalty
owners).
• 89. Se~ generally 5 WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 1, §§ 853-58 (discussing the broad
Implications of the marketing covenant); Bruce M. Kramer & Chris Pearson The Implied
Marketing Covenant in Oil and Gas Leases: Some Needed Changes for the 80's, 4s LA. L. REv.
787 (1986) (presenting a thorough discussion of the history, development, and conflicting views
surrounding the implied covenant to market).

" lams v. Carnegie Natural Gas Co., 45 A. 54 (Pa. 1899).

rate sum to be paid the lessor ifgas should be found and marketed."
Gas was discovered but not marketed even though there were buyers
available in the area."2 The court found that under the express
covenant the lessee had to consider the interests of both the lessor and
lessee in any decision on whether to market or not market the gas.93

In another early case, Howerton v. Kansas Natural Gas Co.," the
court found an implied covenant to market under a lease providing for
a flat rate royalty from wells producing gas."' Finding an implied
intent to require marketing upon the discovery of gas, the court imposed
the implied covenant not as a contractual provision but as a limitation
on the estate:' Therefore, the breach of the covenant did not lead to
monetary damages but to a cancellation of the lease."" After Howerton,
most states quickly accepted the concept that the lessee is under an
implied duty to market the gas upon discovery."

A Elements of the Implied Marketing Covenant Case

Under traditional principles, there were four generally recognized
elements required to prove the lessee had breached the implied
covenant to market production. They were: (1) the discovery of
hydrocarbons on the premises; (2) failure to market any discovered
hydrocarbons; (3) the ability to market the hydrocarbons if the lessee's
action complied with the relevant standard of conduct; and (4) the
damages proximately caused because the lessee failed to act in the
prescribed manner."9 Today, the issues are more complex and deal
with such matters as attaining the best possible price and disclosing
information to the lessor regarding marketing options. 'OO

91 Id.
92 Id. at 55.
93 Id.
" lOS P. 47 (Kan. 1910).
95 Id. at 49.
" ld.
97 [d. at 51.
" See, e.g., Wolfe v. Prairie Oil & Gas Co., S3 F.2d 434, 437 (lOth Cir. 1936); BertheIote v.

Loy Oil Co., 2S P.2d 187, 191-92 (Mont. 1933); Cole Petroleum Co. v. United States Gas & Oil
Co., 41 S.W.2d 414, 416-17 (Tex. 1931); Pryor Mountain Oil & Gas Co. v. Cross, 222 P. 570, 572
(Wyo. 1924).

99 Kramer & Pearson, supra note 89, at 794.
100 For example, in Diamond Shamrock Corp. v. Harris, 681 S.W.2d 317 (Ark. 1984), the

court, while not relying on an implied marketing covenant rationale, granted relief to a royalty
owner from a proceeds-based royalty clause where the lessee had not disclosed to the royalty
owner that he had committed the reserves from the lease to a particular purchaser at an
agreed-to price prior to the execution of a lease. Id. at 318.
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In situations involving a total failure to market, there is a
relationship between the marketing covenant and the state's interpreta_
tion of a leasehold habendum clause. In states such as Oklahoma
which treat the discovery of hydrocarbons as sufficient to meet th~
requirements of the habendum clause, the implied marketing covenant
becomes the focal point for determining the continued existence of the
lease in the secondary term. 1O

' In the vast majority of states that
require discovery plus actual marketing to satisfy the habendum clause
a total failure to market in the secondary term will cause the lease ~
automatically terminate in the absence of some applicable savings
provision.'o,

In the new era of marketing covenant cases, the lessor attacks a
discretionary decision of the lessee to market in a particular way. In
this situation, the key issue has been determining the appropriate
standard of care. Unlike the other implied covenants where universal
adoption of the RPO standard is evident, both the courts and the
commentators have struggled with the nature of the duty owed by the
lessee.

There are several different approaches to determining the duty of
the lessee to market. One approach, espoused by Professor Martin, is
that the subjective good faith standard be applied.'o, An honest but
erroneous business decision would not violate the lessee's duty. This is
a variation of the traditional "business judgment" rule, which affords
substantial deference to the lessee. '04 A second alternative is the
classic RPO standard which requires the lessee to consider the interests
of the lessor and lessee when making a marketing decision.'o, Finally,
the sliding scale approach varies the amount of deference given to a
marketing decision on the basis of whether a divergence or convergence

101 Secondary tenn has been defined as "the period subsequent to the expiration of the
primary term during which the lease or deed is confined in force by the operation of the
THEREAFrER CLAUSE of the lease or deed[,] ... an increased rental payment[,] ... [or]
agreement between the lesse and lessor." 8 WILLIAMS & MEY'ERS, supra note 1, §§ 1125-26.
See, eg., McVicker v. Horn, Robin,on & Nathan, 322 P.2d 410, 412-14 (Okla. 1955). Other
states that follow this view include Kentucky, Montana, and West VIrginia. Bruce M. Kramer,
Discussion Notes, S5 Oil & Ga, Rep. (MB) 138 (1985).

102 See McVicker, 322 P.2d at 413.
103 Pat H. Martin, A Modern Look at Implied Covenants to Explore, Develop and Market

unrkr Mineral Leases, 27 INST. ON OIL & GAS L. & TAX'N 177 198-205 (1976).- 'Id. at 205; see aiso Greenshields v. Warren Petroleum Corp., 248 F.2d 81 (10th Cir. 1957),
cert. rkni£d, 355 U.S. 907 (1957). .

105 See generally Jacqueline Lang Weaver, Implied Covenants in Oil and Gas Law Under
Federal Energy Price Regulation, 34 VAND. L. REv. 1473, 1515-19 (1981).

between the interests of the lessor and lessee existS.'06
This last approach best balances the interests between the parties

while giving the lessee some deference in making what are essentially
business judgments.'o, A good example of the application of the
sliding scale approach would be in a sale by a lessee to an affiliated
entity. Since there would be a divergence of interests between the
lessee and lessor, courts should scrutinize those decisions much more
closely than an arms-length sale to an unaffiliated purchaser.'08

Unfortunately, the courts have been inconsistent in their applica
tion of any standard. For example, in Texas Oil & Gas Corp. v. Hagen,
the Texas Court of Appeals applied a ''highest good faith" standard and
then added language implicating a fiduciary standard. '09 The Texas
Supreme Court disagreed, rejected the good faith standard, and applied
an RPO standard even though an earlier Texas Supreme Court
summary disposition of a marketing covenant case had apparently
adopted a good faith standard.no There is some authority, however,
that supports the sliding scale approach. lll

B. Remedies for Breach of the Implied Marketing Covenant

The two most prevalent remedies in marketing covenant cases are
danlages and lease cancellation. Unlike other implied covenant cases,
conditional cancellation is not a usual remedy. In cases involving leases
in the secondary term with no savings provisions, the cancellation
decree should be the ordinary remedy, regardless of whether the state
has followed the discovery or the discovery plus marketing approach to
the habendum clause. Otherwise, the lease would last indefinitely

106 Kramer & Pearson, supra note 89, at 819-21; 5 WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 1,
§ 856.3.

107 Kramer & Pearson, supra note 89, at 820.
108 See, e.g., Shelton v. Exxon Corp., 719 F. Supp. 537, 548-49 (S.D. Tex. 1989), rev'd on other

grounrk, 921 F.2d 595 (5th Cir. 1991); Texa, Oil & Gas Corp. v. Hagen, 683 SW.2d 24, 29 (Tex.
Ct. App. 1984), affd in part and rev'd in part, 31 Tex. Sup. Ct.J. 140 (1987); judgment and
opinion withdrawn, judgment ofthe Sixth Court ofAppeals set aside, motion for rehearing and
this cause dismissed as moot, 760 S.W.2d 960 (Tex. 1988).

.00 683 S.W.2d at 29.
llO Texas Oil & Gas Corp. v. Hagen, 31 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 140 (1987); cf. Amoco Prod. Co. v.

Fir,t Bapti,t Church, 579 S.W.2d 280 (Tex. Civ. App. 1979), writ refd n.r.e. per curiam 611
S.W.2d 610 (1980). In the First Baptist Church case, the Texas appeals court utilized at least
three different duties of care: (1) a good faith standard; (2) a "really good faith" standard where
the interests of the lessor and lessee diverge; and (3) the traditional RPO standard. 579 S.W.2d
at 284-86. In addition, the court talked about the exercise of reasonable diligence and the duty
to seek the highest price obtainable for the gas. Id. at 285.

m See Robbins v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 785 P.2d 1010, 1015, (Kan. 1990).
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without the payment of royalties.
The modern implied marketing covenant case that involves not a

total failure to market but an error in marketing should, in the absence
of extraordinary circumstances, be remedied by damages. The measure
of damages should be the difference between the royalty calculated on
the amount actually received and the amount that the lessee should
have received had it marketed in conformance with the appropriate
standard of care. The best evidence of damages would be contempora.
neously executed gas purchase contracts in the area showing a higher
price or better terms. 112 Where there is a delay in marketing, in
theory, the lessor should only be entitled to receive interest on the
amount that should have been paid. Most cases, however, reject the
interest remedy and award the full royalty that should have been paid
had the gas been timely marketed. '13 To avoid the potential for a
double recovery, some courts provide for a set-off mechanism when the
gas is actually produced and sold. '14

V. THE FEDERAL SYSTEM

A The Statutory and Regulatory Framework

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920"; is the starting point for an
analysis of implied covenants in onshore federal oil and gas leases. The
Act specifically deals with the problems of drainage and the payment
of compensatory royalty. n; It provides in part: ''Whenever it appears
to the Secretary that lands owned by the United States are being
drained of oil or gas by wells drilled on adjacent lands, he may
negotiate agreements whereby the United States, or the United States
and its lessees, shall be compensated for such drainage ...."117 This
section of the Act deals with agreements with the draining party and
does not cover the more common situation where the United States
seeks compensatory royalty payments from its lessee because of off
lease drainage. The function of these drainage agreements is to
compensate the United States and/or its lessee for drainage when

m s•• Anwco, 579 S.W.2d at 282-83.
• ,m 80. Barbyv. Cabot Corp., 550 F. Supp.188, 190-91 (W.O. Okla. 1981); cf. Carroll Gas &

Oil Co. v. Skaggs, 21 S.W.2d 445, 448 (Ky. 1929); Cotiga Development Co. v. United Fuel Ga.
Co., 128 S.E.2d 626, 637-39 (W. Va. 1962).

~~ See Texas Pacific Oil & Gas Co. v. Barker, 6 S.W.2d 1031, 1037-39 (TeL 1928).
30 U.S.C. § 226 (1988 & Supp. V 1993). ,

'" [d. § 226GJ.
117 ld.

drilling or competitive leasing by the United States is undesirable."s

Compensatory royalty as a damage remedy for the drainage of oil
and ga8 from federal lands is also covered by the statutes and regula
tions relating to onshore leasing."' There are two key regulations
that deal with drainage and the obligation to make compensatory
royalty payments. The first is a "drill or pay" provision:

Where lands in any leases are being drained of their oil or gas
content by wells either on a Federal lease issued at a lower rate of
royalty or on non-Federal lands, the lessee shall both drill and
produce all wells necessary to protect the leased lands from
drainage. In lieu of drilling necessary wells, the lessee may, with
the consent of the authorized officer, pay compensatory royalty in
the amount determined in accordance with' § 3162.2(a) ofthis
title.!20

The second regulation authorizes assessment of compensatory royalty
if the lessee fails to diligently drill and produce:

The operating rights owner shall drill diligently and produce
continuously from such wells as are necessary to protect the lessor
from loss of royalty by reason of drainage. The authorized officer
may assess compensatory royalty under which the operating rights
owner shall pay a sum determined ... as adequate to compensate
the lessor for the operating rights owner's failure to drill and
produce wells required to protect the lessor from loss through
drainage by wells on adjacent lands.I."

Neither regulation refers to the common law RPO standard or the
requirement that the lessor must prove that the lessee could drill an
offset well that will produce in paying quantities. '

The standard onshore federal oil and gas lease requires the lessee
to promise as follows:

(c) Wells - (1) To drill and produce all wells necessary to protect
the leased land from drainage by wells on lands not the property of
the lessor, or lands of the United States leased at a lower royalty
rate, or as to whjch the royalties and rentals are paid into different
funds than are those of this lease; or in lieu of any part of such

'" 1 LAw OF FEDERAL OIL AND GAS LEASES § 7.12(2) (1992).
'" [d. § 13.09.
'" 43 a.F.R. § 3100.2-2 (1993).
'" [d. § 3162.2(a).
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drilling and production, with the consent of the Director of the
Geological Survey, to compensate the lessor in full each month for
the estimated loss of royalty through drainage in the amount
determined by said Director.122

There are two methods of computing the amount of compensatory
royalty owed. The first uses an area basis to identify drainage patterns
within the entire reservoir.123 This method, while very accurate, can
only be used where there is sufficient reservoir-wide data. 12

' The
second method utilizes a circle methodology by looking at the drainage
pattern of the potentially offending well.125 The percentage of drain
age assessed must be based on the estimated amount of drainage from
the federallands. 125

B. The IBLA Applies the Common Law Rules

1. The Drainage Covenant in IBLA Cases

In a series of decisions beginning in 1982, the Interior Board of
Land Appeals (IBLA) rejected BLM's attempt to impose compensatory
royalty payments outside of the rubric of the co=on law RPO rule.
The watershed decision was Nola Grace Ptasynski.127 In 1976, BLM
sent letters to the lessee asserting that her lease was being drained by
a well on an adjacent tract and that co=unitization, the drilling of an
offset well, or the payment of compensatory royalties was required."8
Ms. Ptasynski only had a 40 acre lease.12> A communitization plan
was approved in March 1978 with an effective date of October 1,
1977.'30 The federal government sought compensatory royalties from
the date drainage began until the date the offset well was complet-

122 For an example of the standard lease provision, see Nola Grace Ptasynski., 63 IBLA 240,
249 (1982).

'" See Pan American Petroleum Corp. v. Udall, 192 F. Supp. 626, 629 (D.D.C. 1961)
(requiring the Secretary to base compensation royalties on estimates of actual damages).

'" ld.
125 [d.

'" ld.; see also 1 LAw OF FEDERAL OIL & GAS LEAsES § 13.09 (1992).
'" 63 IBLA 240 (1982).
'" ld. at 242.
129 [d. at 2~. The Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission had established a 160

acre drilling unit for the reservoir and had designated a permitted location ofthe well that was
not on Ms. Ptasynski's 40 acre lease. [d. at 243 n.2.

1:10 [d. at 244 n.3.

d '"e .
The BLM took the position that the regulations and lease did not

require it to prove that an RPO would drill an offset well before it was
entitled toa compensatory royalty payment.'" The IBLA disagreed
with that position, however, and concluded that the co=on law RPO
standard required that an offset well's being able to produce in paying
quantities was a condition precedent to the government's right to
receive compensatory royalties for drainage.'" The rationale for
applying the RPO standard was that the United States should not
expect its lessees to prevent all drainage by drilling offset wells where
it would not be profitable for the lessee.'" The government argued
that both the lease and the regulations were express covenants that
created a strict liability regime once drainage is proven.'35

While recognizing the co=on law rule that express covenants can
preempt or replace implied covenants,''' the IBLA found the leasehold
and regulatory language insufficiently clear to overcome the implied
covenant doctrine incorporating the RPO standard."7 The IBLA
further relied on the common law rule that the lessor must prove
"substantial drainage" in order to show a breach of the implied
covenant.''' The panel did not take a position on whether "substantial
drainage" was an independent requirement or merely subsumed within
the RPO standard requiring the lessor to show that the offset well
would produce in paying quantities."> By adopting the co=on law
rules, the court rejected the suggestion that the obligation to prevent

131 [d. at 242.
132 ld. at 246. The Associate Solicitor had authored a legal memorandum in 1979 that

asserted that unless the lease and regulations were amended to incorporate the RPO standard
the BLM official was obligated to impose an offset well or compensatory drilling requirement
upon a showing of drainage. ld.

1331d. at 247.
134 Id. at 248.
135 ld. at 248-49.
136 See supra notes 33 to 39 and accompanying text.
137 63 IBLA at 250. BLM's current position was directly opposed to its longstanding practice,

which allowed federal lessees to be excused from compensatory royalty payments where they
could prove economic infeasibility. This practice was followed even in this case where the notice
letter to the lessee invited her to prove that it would be economically infeasible to drill an offset
well. [d. at 250 n.8. The RPO standard was applied in Gulf Oil Exploration & Production Co.,
94 IBLA 364 (1986), where the Board remanded because there was no evidence in th~ record
on the issue of well profitability. [d. at 372. While that would normally lead to a finding that
an offset well would be profitable, the Board decided to remand since the RPO standard was not
as yet fully integrated into the BLM procedures for assessing compensatory royalties. [d.

138 63 IBLA at 250.
139 [d. at 25Q-51.
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drainage was absolute.14O

In dealing with the issue of when the duty to drill or pay compen
satory royalties arises, the IBLA developed an actual or constructive
notice rule. '" The opinion stated: ''The Government's right to indem
nification by the assessment of compensatory royalty attached a reason
able time after notification and continued until the completion of a
protective well."'" The IBLA rejected the lessee's claim that because
it was impossible for her to drill a well under the existing state well
spacing regulations, she should be excused from having to pay
compensatory royalties. '43 Where an obligor has two or more options,
one of which is impossible to perform, the duty to perform is not
excused as long as one performance option is available. '44 Here, the
lessee had the option of paying a compensatory royalty, as well as other
options including seeking a well spacing exception."15

Ptasynski clearly incorporates the RPO standard that the lessor
must prove that the offset well would produce in paying quantities
sufficient to give the lessee a reasonable profit after deducting drilling
and operating expenses.''' Ptasynski goes further than the common
law rules when it comes to notice by limiting the federal government to
recover compensatory royalty only after a reasonable time has passed
after the lessee has received notice from the lessor that drainage is in
fact occurring.'"

The Ptasynski rule regarding actual notice in cases not involving
fraudulent drainage was reaffinned, but modified several years later in
CSX Oil & Gas Corp.l43 In CSX, the BLM had not sent out a notice
informing the federal lessee of drainage until several years after the
drainage had allegedly begun.'43 BLM sought to have IBLA reverse
the Ptasynski rule.150 IBLA responded by stating that, ifBLM wanted

14°ld. at 252.
1411d. at 252-53.
142 ld. at 253. In the "fee" lease situation, notice of covenant breaches is often an express

requirement ofthe lease. In U.V. Industries, Inc. v. Danielson, 602 P.2d 571, 577 (Mont. 1979),
the notice requirement was treated as a condition precedent to the awarding of equitable relief.

Without a written requirement, no notice is usually required in drainage covenant cases.
In Ptasynski, the IBLA also specifically reserved for a later date the issue of notice in cases
involving "common lessee" or "fraudulent" drainage. 63 IBLA at 248 n.5.

,a 63 IBLA at 255.
144 Id.
145 Id.
146Id. at 247-52.
147 Id. at 256.
,a 104IBLA 188 (1988).
149Id. at 189--91.
150Id. at 192-93.

to adopt a no-notice recompensatory royalty policy, it would have to do
so through a rule-making proceeding since it had been longstanding
BLM policy to prove such notice.151

IBLA, however, did modify the rule regarding written notice by
adding that if a reasonable and prudent operator knew of or should
have known that drainage was occurring prior to the receipt of the
notice, compensatory royalties could be recovered from the earlier
date.15' BLM would have the burden of proof on the issue of when the
lessee knew or should have known about the drainage. l53 In this case,
BLM had not shown that CSX knew or should have known about the
drainage prior to the time the formal notice was sent. l54 Therefore,
CSX could not be liable for compensatory royalties since the notice was
not received until after CSX had terminated the federal oil and gas
lease. '55

The issue of actual or constructive notice can raise complex
problems in light of Ptasynski and CSX. The lELA was faced with
some difficult factual issues relating to notice and knowledge in Amoco
Production CO. 156 A private leasehold, which was originally owned by
Tenneco but then assigned to Amoco, was allegedly draining a federal
lease since 1979.15

' The first formal notice about potential drainage
was not sent to Tenneco until 1985.158 A hiatus ofthree years fole

lowed before BLM again notified Tenneco that its lease was subject to
potential drainage.''' The 1988 notice included substantial geological
evidence.'60 After an initial administrative review, a decision assess
ing compensatory royalties for drainage occurring since 1980 was
reversed because there had been no evidence adduced that Tenneco
knew or should have known about the drainage prior to the 1985
notice.161

A second decision was issued affirming the original decision to
assess royalties from 1980.'6' The decision was based on evidence
that Tenneco had appeared in a spacing hearing in 1979 before the

151Id. at 197-98.
152 Id. at 198.
153 Id. at 199.
154 Id.
155Id.
'" 129 IBLA 186 (1994).
157 Id. at 188.
158Id. at 189.
'" [d. at 190.
180 Id.
161 Id. at 194-95.
'" [d. at 198-99.
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North Dakota Industrial Commission where it discussed the geology of
the field, including a specific discussion of the alleged draining well.'63
The reviewing officer determined that Tenneco knew that the well was
draining the federal leasehold because it had evaluated the draining
well and determined the well and the reservoir's typical and actual
reservoir parameters.'64 The lessee factually disputed the nature and
extent of its testimony before the Industrial Commission insofar as it
related to its knowledge of the drainage capabilities of the offending
well."5 While the IBLA normally defers to the BLM in matters of
disputed factual issues, here the lELA seemingly requires not that a
reasonable and prudent operator should have known about the
drainage, but that a reasonable and prudent operator must have known
about the drainage.'" Where reasonable persons may differ in
evaluating well data and reservoir data the BLM has not met its
burden of proving that a reasonable and prudent operator would have
known about the drainage.'"

The issue reserved in Ptasynski relating to a fraudulent drainage
situation was resolved in a series of later lELA decisions starting with
Atlantic Richfield Co. (ARCO).'68 InARCO, the BLM had determined
that an ARCO well on adjacent private lands was draining a federal
lease where ARCO was also the lessee.'" BLM, in its notice, had
stated that 4.4% of the production from the private lease was attribut
able to the federallands. 170 ARCO initially argued that on its face
BLM had not shown that there was "substantial drainage" since they
only alleged that 4.4% of the production was coming from the federal
leasehold. l7l IBLA, without embracing the notion that "substantial
drainage" was a requirement, rejected ARCO's unsupported conclusions
as raising justiciable issues that substantial drainage had not oc
curred.172

IBLA took the intermediate position on the impact of a common
lessee drainage situation by reallocating the burden of going forward
and the burden ofpersuasion.'73 Where BLM seeks compensatory

168 fd. at 196-98.
,~ [d. at 197-98.
165 fd. at 198--200.
166 [d. at 204--05.
167 fd.
'" 105 IBLA 218 (1988), on reconsideration, 110 IBLA 200 (19S9).
169 105 IBLA at 219.
170 [d. at 220.
171 [d. at 221.
172 [d. at 224.
173 [d. at 225.

royalty from a common lessee, it has the bur~en of showing that
drainage is occurring.'74 Then the burden of gomg forward and the
ultimate burden of persuasion 8hiftS to the common lessee to show that
the offset well will be non-profitable.175

If the common lessee presents evidence of non-profitability, BLM
must respond by demonstrating the well's potential profitability.17'
lELA retained the RPO standard requiring a showing that the offset
well be profitable,177 and defined profitability as production being
"reasonably anticipatable" rather than being a "mere possibility.,,17.
This approach generally follows the tact taken in Elliott v. Pure Oil
Co. '79

BLM argued in its motion for rehearing that the lELA should not
apply the RPO standard in a fraudulent drainage situation, relying in
large part on Williams v. Humble Oil Refi~ing Co. 16O For the rea:'0ns
stated in Williams, BLM argued that "even if the common lessee WlShes
for sound business reasons to retain both leases and thereby prevent
drilling or development in competition to its own activities, it may
unitize the parcels so that the interests of its lessor on the undeveloped
tract are protected."18' IBLA rejected this argument because it might

I '.2 Thilead to the payment of double royalties by the common essee. S

would put the common lessee in a disadvantageous position since other
lessees would not have to drill offset wells or pay compensatory
royalties unless the lessor proved its lessee did not meet the RPO
standard.

In response to the argument that ARCO should have been forced
to unitize the fee and federal lands, th.e lELA noted that BLM had the
power at any time to compel ARCO to unitize in order to protect the
federal government's interest.183 ARCO, on the other hand, could only
unitize with the approval of BLM. While noting that ARCO was the
beneficiary of the drainage, causing the classic divergence of interest
between the lessor and lessee, the panel did not feel compelled to make

174 [d.

175 [d.

176 [d.

177 [d. at 225-c27;
176 [d. at 227.
m 139 N.E.2d 295 (ill. 1956). ,
180 432 F.2d 165 (5th Cir. 1970) (stating that it is reasonable to require that the lessee. as

a prudent administrator, utilize all methods available to prevent damage to the lessor), cert.
denied 402 U.s. 934 (1971).

'" Atlantic Richfield Co., 110 IBLA 200, 203 (1989).
182 Id. at 204.
183 Id. at 208.
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the common lessee a guarantor against all leasehold drainage.1M

Ptasynski held that the compensatory royalty obligation can only
be imposed within a reasonable time after the lessee is put on notice
about the alleged drainage. I86 CSX Oil & Gas Corp. modified Ptasyn
ski so that if BLM can prove that the federal lessee had actual or
constructive knowledge of the drainage, the reasonable time period
would start to run prior to a formal notice sent by BLM. lB

' As with
the RPO standard in Atlantic Richfield, the IBLA placed the burden on
the common lessee to produce evidence that it did not know of the
drainage from the time of first production. I87 Therefore, duty to drill
an offset well will begin a reasonable time after the draining well has
begun production. lB

'

The Atlantic Richfield approach to the fraudulent drainage
situation was followed in Cordillera Corp.I89 BLM sent a notice to
Cordillera in July 1987 that a well it was operating on an adjacent state
lease was draining federallands!90 Cordillera responded by sending
a detailed engineering and geological report asserting that the adjacent
well was either not draining or only marginally draining the federal
leasehold. l1lI

In Cordillera Corp., IBLA followed the basic Atlantic Richfield
principles regarding fraudulent drainage.'" BLM has the initial
burden of producing evidence that drainage is occurring.'" To
challenge that detennination, the operator has the burden of showing,
by a preponderance of the evidence, that no drainage occurred.... In
Cordillera Corp., BLM imposed a higher standard on the lessee than
preponderance of the evidence.l1l5 In addition, IBLA also required the

'" [d. at 207--DS.
1116 Ptasynski, 63 lBLA at 256.
186 104 IBLA 188, 198-99 (1988). However, neither Ptasynski nor CSX were fraudulent

drainage cases.
187 105 IBLA at 226. The court created a rebuttable presumption of notice on behalf of the

common lessee. See also, Benson-Montin-Greer Drilling Co., 123 IBLA 341, 348--50 (1992),
188 See generally Atlantic Richfield, 105 IBLA at 226 (presuming knowledge of drainage

occurs with production of the offending well).
'" 111 IBLA 61 (19SS).
19(} Id. at 62. At the time the letter was sent, BLM had not incorporated the Atlantic

Richfield holding into its manuaL The manual stated at that time: ''The prudent operator rule
does not apply to those situations where the lessee of the drained land is the operator of the
offending well." ld. at 63" (citing Drainage Protection Manual 3160-2, chapter 110).

191Id. at 64.
192Id. at 65-67.
193Id. at 67.
'" [d.
195Id.

operator to bear the burden of proof that an offset well would be
uneconomic. 1" If the operator cannot show that a well would be
uneconomic, compensatory royalties will begin at the time drainage

d l1l7commence .
This is slightly different from the Atlantic Richfield standard,

which suggests that the compensatory royalty payments do not begin
to accrue until the operator has had a reasonable time to act after
drainage begins"" In other words, the common lessee should not
have to simultaneously drill on the adjacent tract and the federal tract,
but can wait until the adjacent well is completed and the data analyzed
to show that drainage is actually occurring. Because the BLM used the
wrong standards in Cordillera Corp., the case was n;manded to resolve
the technical conflicts regarding the existence of dramage and whether
an offset well would attain payout plus a reasonable profit""

The duty to protect Indian leases from drainage exists even where
the draining wells are on federal lands. In Jerome P. McHugh &
Associates, BLM sent a notice to McHugh that a well he operated o~ a
federal lease was potentially draining two leases he operated on Indian
land.20o McHugh responded by denying that any drainage was taking
place and further alleging that an offset well would not be profit
able.'Ol After several communications relating to the technical and
economic issues, BLM agreed with McHugh that an offset. well could ~ot
be profitably drilled after 1985.'°' BLM, however, d1sagreed w1th
McHugh's claim that no drainage was occurring and specifically found
that, from 1971 to 1985, an offset well could have been drilled that
would have been profitable and sought compensatory royalties for that
period.'o,

Because there was a substantial conflict in the data and methodol
ogies used by McHugh and BLM, the IBLA had to first resolve the
factual disputes. A party challenging a BLM finding has the burden of
proof.'o. Here the IBLA found that the burden had not been sus-

1!l6 Id.
197Id.
'" 105 IBLA at 225-26.
'" 111 IBLA at 67-6S..
'00 113 IBLA 341, 342 (1990).
201Id.
"" [d. at 345.
203Id. Originally BLM determined that a well could have been drilled profitably from 1963,

some six months after the draining well had been completed as a producer. Further exchanges
of engineering data led BLM to change the starting date to 1971. 113 IBLA at 344-45. For
another case involving a problem with notice, see Chevron, U.S.A, Inc., 107 IBLA 126 (1989).

204 113 IBLA at 347.
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t?-ined.'O' McHugh had tried to show that the state spacing regula_
tions would have precluded him from drilling an offset well.''' The
spacing regulations were also proffered to show that there was no
d~ainage.207 The IBLA found that the spacing regulations did not
dIsprove BLM's finding of drainage and did not render impossible
McHugh's ability to pay compensatory royalties.'''

In dealing with the notice requirements of Atlantic Richfield and
Ptasynski, the McHugh court reaffirmed the basic principle that in
co~on lessee sitlIations the obligation to pay compensatory royalties
begms a reasonable time after the draining well goes on line, unless the
common lessee proves that he was not or should not have been on
notice of the drainage."9 In this case, the date of first production from
the federal well antedated the issuance of the Indian leases by several
years.''' McHugh's responsibility to drill offset wells on the Indian
leases could only arise a reasonable time after the Indian leases were
issued.

21l
TheMcHugh court held that a reasonable time must be

determined on a case-by-case basis.'12
The allocat~o~of the burden of proof in common lessee drainage

cases can be CrItIcal. However, the lessee in Cowden Oil & Gas
Properties was able to persuade the IBLA that the BLM's claims of
drainage and offset well profitability were rebutted by his technical
evidence.

213
BLM sent Cowden a notice asserting that one of his wells

was draining an Indian oil and gas lease he was holding.'l4 BLM
sought compensatory royalty payments from the time the draining well
began producing.21

' The lessee disputed the geological evidence of
BLM and presented his own experts, who asserted that no dr";n,,ae was. 216 E --"
occurnng. ventlIally, an offset well was drilled that produced from
the same formation that BLM claimed was being drained.''' The
lessee, nonetheless, produced expert evidence that the offset well

205 ld.
206 [d. at 348.
207 ld.
2081d.
200 ld. at 349-50.
210 [d. at 350.
211 ld.
212 ld.

'" 126 lELA 32, 47 (1993).
214 Id.at 33-34.
215Id. at 34.
216 ld.
21~ ld. at 35.

continued to show a lack of drainage from the adjacent well.'16
ffiLA applied the Ptasynski/Atlantic Richfield tests to review the

BLM decisions to assess a compensatory royalty."9 It required BLM
to prove there was substantial drainage, and it required the lessee to
prove that an offset well would not b~ profitable.''' Data from the
offset well drilled by the lessee was mtroduced to show a lack of
drainage.'21 BLM conceded that the offset well would not be profit
able but only because gas had been drained from underneath the
Indi~n lease for several years.'22 IBLA disagreed with the BLM's
reading of the data and found no evidence of substantial drainage from
the Indian lease.''' The conceded actual lack of profitability of the
offset well was not, by itself, determinative. While a compensatory
royalty payment has to be made based on a prediction of profitability,
the drilling of an offset well that act1Ially tlIrns out not to be profitable
will not necessarily eliminate such payments.

Conflicting geological data was the focus of attention in another
case involving an Indian lease, Meridian Oil Co. 22

' The issue was
legally simple and geologically complex: what was ~h~ dr~~age r?-~us

of a well adjoining an Indian lease held by MerIdIan. MerIdIan
presented evidence that the drainage radius was 636 feet.''' Because
the well was 956 feet from the lease line, Meridian concluded there was
no drainage.'27 BLM disagreed and found that the drainage radius
was 1230 feet.'''

The Meridian Oil court held that when BLM makes a compensato
ry royalty determination, the party challenging that finding has the
burden of demonstrating error in BLM's decision by a preponderance of
the evidence.22' Here, IBLA concluded that Meridian had failed to

218 ld. at 37-38.
219 126 IBLA at 42-43.
220 ld.
2211d. at 37-38.
222 ld. at 40.
'" Id. at 45-46.
". 120 lELA 359 (1991).
225 ld. at 36Q-61.
'" Id. at 360.
2271d.
228 ld. at 361.
22ll ld. at 363. The placement of this burden on the lessee challenging a BLM decision

relating to when a RPO would have drilled an offset well was critical to the Board's affirmance
ofa compensatory royalty orderinK£rr McGee Corp., 11S IBLA 119, 128 (1991). The BLM had
found that shortly after the adjacent well was drilled, the lessee should have known about the
drainage. Id. at 126. Within six months of that date, a well should have been completed and
compensatory royalties were owing from that date until the date the offset well actually started
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sustain that burden.230 The Meridian Oil court also remanded the case
for further factual findings because of a notice problem.231 The first
BL~ notice of potential drainage was sent in 1987.23

' In a simple
dramage case, the duty to pay compensatory royalty arises from the
time the lessee is notified by BLM or from the time that the lessee
actually knows or should have known about the drainage.'33 IBLA
also remanded so that evidence on well profitability could be introduced
because no such evidence had appeared in the record.23

'

A common lessee's burden of proving by a preponderance of the
evidence that there is not substantial drainage and that an offset well
would not produce in paying quantities is difficult but not impossible to
meet.'as In Cowden Oil & Gas Properties, the common lessee of an
Indian oil and gas lease was able to meet the burden of proof and have
IBLA overturn a BLM decision that compensatory royalties were
due.23

' The common lessee was notified in 1987 that its fee lease was
draining its Indian lease and had been draining that lease since
1981.'37 The lessee claimed that there was no such drainage, but
BLM ultimately concluded that 33.6% of the non-Indian lease produc
tion was coming from under the Indian leasehold.23

• By 1988, the
common lessee agreed to drill an offset well, even though it was against
the adviceof his chief geologist.239 After the offset well was drilled,
the parties again disputed whether or not drainage had occurred prior
to its completion.'40 BLM ultimately decided that drainage had
occurred from 1981 based on data from the offset well and increased its
percentage of drainage to 35%.'"

The common lessee appealed to the IBLA, which appropriately
placed the burden of proof on the common lessee to show that no
drainage was occurring.'" It also applied the preponderance of the
evidence standard of proof to govern the conflict in the data and its

producing. ld. at 128.
230 120 IBLA at 363.
231 [d. at 364-65.
232 Id. at 364.
233 [d. at 364-65. These notice rnles were developed in CSXOil & Gas Corp., 104 IBLA 188,

198 (1988), and Nola Grace PtaSYT/Jiki, 63 IBLA 240, 256 (1982).
234 120 IBLA at 365.
'" See Benson-Montin-Greer Drilling Co., 123 IBLA 341, 348-49 (1992).
". 126 IBLA 32, 47 (1993).
237 Id. at 33-34.
238 Id. at 34.
239 Id. at 35.
240 Id. at 35-36.
241Id. at 37.
242 Id. at 42-43.

interpretation.'" Nonetheless, the IBLA determined that the co~on
lessee had sustained its burden of proof that .there was no proba~ve
geologic evidence showing substantial dramage from the IndIan
leasehold.'" Thus, a prudent operator would not have drilled an
offset well, even though this lessee did. The IBLA revers~d the B~M
finding that compensatory royalties were due for the pe.nod s.tartmg

with the production from the adjacent well and endmg WIth the
completion of the offset well.'" . '

The problems relating to a common lessee dramage clalm can be
complicated by multiple lessees and the segregation of lease parts after
unitization. In NGC Energy Co., a 160 acre parcel ofland was
segregated from a unit in 1984 and the lease's term extended for a two
year period.'" There were three working interest owners in a federal
lease two of whom also owned a working interest in an adjacent private
oil ~d gas lease."7 In April 1986, BLM sent a notice to the operator
of the federal lease that it believed drainage was occurring to the
private land well."8 After exchanging teclmical data, BLM concluded
that the fee land well had been draining the federal lease between
December 1982 and June 1986.'49 BLM assessed compensatory
royalties based on an 18.8% drainage factor.'50 All three owners
alleged that, under the Ptasynski notice rule, there could be no
compensatory royalties owed since the notice was sent out only two
months prior to the expiration of the federallease!51 The operator
further alleged that its bankruptcy order would have discharged any
royalties owed since BLM had not filed an appropriate claim with the
Bankruptcy Court.25

'

243Id. at 47.
244 [d.

245 Id.
246 114 IBLA 141, 144 (1990). The lE?O acres were origiIiallya segregated part of. a lease

whose remaining acreage was committed to a unit in 1973. The segregated portion was
assigned a new lease number and eventually committed to a second unit. Following this second
unitization the acreage was eliminated from the unit. ld.

241 ld. at 144-45. BLM had originally sought compensatory royalties from all three w~rking ~
interest owners, but eventually dismissed NGC, since it did not own any of the adja~ent
leasehold tract. IBLA concluded that whatever notice, be it constructive or actual, that Dllght
be attributed to the common lessee would not be imputed to their tenant in common who did
not own an interest in the allegedly draining parcel. ld. at 143 n.1.

248 ld. at 145.
249 ld. at 146.
250 ld. at 147.
251 ld.
252 ld. at 148.
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Relying on Atlantic Richfield, IBLA found that as to the non
bankrupt common lessee, notice of drainage was presumed upon the
completion of the draining well.'" However, BLM conceded that an
offset well would not have been profitable!" Therefore, under the
RPO standard applicable even in common lessee drainage cases BLM
would not be entitled to compensatory royalties!" '

BLM argued, however, that the operators had a duty to unitize the
federall~d~ ~~~ the fee lands if a. reasonable and prudent operator
would umtIze. IBLA agreed WIth the basic notion that under
certain circumstances a lessee will have a duty to unitize federal lands
being drained, but the duty to unitize does not exist without the RPO
standard of profitability.'57 IBLA reasoned that ifan offset well would
not be profitable, in essence the lessor cannot force the lessee to capture
those hydrocarbons being drained to an adjacent parcel."8 There is
no loss under the rule of capture because the hydrocarbons belong to
the capturer, not to the owner of the locus in quo.

I~.ad?ition, if the offset well would not produce in paying
quantltles It becomes very difficult to justify unitizing the marginally
productive lands."> Including marginally productive lands in a unit
is difficult without having an allocation formula that properly discounts
such lands. The fact that there is a common lessee does not diminish
the economic realities where profitability cannot be shown. Even if the
BLM had to suffer the loss, it should not be able to compel its lessee to
engage in uneconomical actions solely for its benefit. The lessee must
not take advantage of the common lessee situation, but likewise should
not be punished where it is not benefitting from the situation.

2. The Marketing Covenant in IBLA Cases

Given the fact that under existing federal royalty regulations
federal oil and gas lessees have to pay a percentage of value rather than
a percentage of proceeds,''' there have been reasonably few marketing

253 Id. at 152.
254 Id. at 154.
255Id.
256Id.
257 Id. at 155-56.
~" [d. at 156--60.
259Id. at 156.

260 The pre~1979 regulations affecting the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (43 U.S.C.
§§ 1331-1356) royalties stated as follows:

The value of production, for the purpose of computing royalty, shall be the

covenant cases before the IBLA. Where the lessor is entitled to a value
based royalty, the marketing decisions of the lessee are not necessarily
determinative of the lessor's royalty. If the lessor can prove that the
value of the production exceeds the lessee's contract price, the lessor is
entitled to a percentage of the value rather than a percentage of the
contract price.'61 But in a number of recent cases involving gas
regulated under the Na~uralGas Policy AcyS2 .the I~LA ha.s trie~ to
use the implied marketmg covenant as a JustlficatlOn for Imposmg
additional royalty obligations on federal lessees.

Unfortunately, the confusion regarding the appropriate duty owed
under the implied covenant to market found in private leases'53 has
been carried forward in at least one IBLA decision. In Transco
Exploration Co., the Mineral Management Service (MMS) claimed that
several working interest owners in an Outer Continental Shelf Lands
lease had underpaid royalty. '64 Transco and TXP were affiliated
organizations and were also affiliated with Transcontinental Pipeline

estimated reasonable value of the product as determined by the supervisor, due
consideration being given to the ~hest price paid for a part or for a majority of
production of like quality in the same field or area, to the price received by the
lessee, to posted prices, and tD other relevant matters. Under no circumstances
shall the value ofproduction of any said substances for the purposes of computing
royalty be deemed to be less than the gross proceeds according to the lessee from
the sale thereof or-less than the value computed on such reasonable unit value as
shall have been determined by the Secretary.

30 C.F.R. § 250.64 (1977), as amended by 19 Fed. Reg. 2655, 2659 (May 8, 1954).
In 1979, the royalty regulation was amended to read:

The value of production shall never be less than fair market value. The value
used in the computation of royalty shall be determined by the Director. In
establishing the value, the Director shall consider: (a) The highest price paid for
a part or for a majority oflike,.quality products produced from the field or area; (b)
the price received by the lessee; (c) posted prices; Cd) regulated prices; and (e) other
relevant matters. Under no circumstances shall the value of production be less
than the gross proceeds accruing to the leSsee from the disposition ofthe produced
substances or less than the value computed on the reasonable unit value
established by the Secretary.

30 C.F.R. § 250.64 (1980), as redesignated in 4S Fed. Reg. 35639, 35641 (Ang. 5, 1983).
~'See Texas Oil & Gas Corp. v. Vela, 429 S.W.2d 866 (Tex. 1965). This would be trne only

in states following the Vela approach to market value and market price royalty clauses and
would not apply to states that interpret market value royalty clauses as the functional
equivalent of proceeds royalty clauses. Cf. Piney Woods Country Life School v. Shell Oil Co.,
726 F.2d 225 (5th Cir. 1984), reh'g denied, 750 F.2d 69 (5th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 471 U.S.
1005 (19S5) and Texas Oil & Gas Corp. v. Vela, 429 S.W.2d 866 (Tex. 1968) with Henry v.
Ballard & Cordell Corp., 418 So. 2d 1334 (La. 1982) and Tara Petroleum Corp. v. Hughey, 630
P.2d 1269 (Okla. 1981).

,~ 15 U.S.C. § 3312 (1988).
263 See supra notes 89 to 114 and accompanying text.
,~ 110 IBLA 2S2, 284 (19S9).
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Co., the pipeline purchaser from the well!" Enstar and Chevron
were the two other working interest owners who also had gas purchas
contracts with Transcontinental:" Because of the gas market in th:
early 1980s, Chevron and Enstar were able to renegotiate the terms of
their gas purchase contract to increase the price and provide for a take
or pay clause.'" Transco and TXP, however, lagged behind Chevron
and Ens~ar's renegotiated contracts.'" In addition, when the gas
bubble hit, Transco and TXP voluntarily renegotiated a lower contract
price and agreed to waive any take or pay claims:" Neither Chevron
nor Enstar quickly responded to Transcontinental's call for help with its
pricin~ and take or pay problems:" Enstar, the well operator, paid
royalt1es to MMS based on Transco and TXP's lower prices:71 MMS
claimed that it was entitled to royalties based on the higher prices
contained in the non-affiliated sales from Chevron and Enstar:72

Borrowing from the common law, IBLA applied an implied
covenant to market where the royalty payments are based upon the
actual price at which the product is marketed!73 In describing the
applicable standard of conduct, IBLA at first used a good faith
standard, but then added the sliding scale approach of Williams and
Meyers where the interests of the lessor and lessee diverge.'74
Likewise, IBLA confused the issue by throwing in the business
judgment rule, the best obtainable price standard, and the no fiduciary
standard:75 Because this was a reasonably easy case involving a
direct comparison between the action of affiliated and non-affiliated
organizations, IBLA had no difficulty finding a violation of the duty.
However, the Board's murky references to several different standards
of care was unnecessary.

A later decision that seemingly ignored the potentially inconsistent
views of the Transco decision was Mobil Oil Corp.276 MMS was
seeking additional royalty from an OCS lease operated by Mobil.'"

265 ld. at 284-86.
266 ld. at 285-86.
267 ld. at 286--90.
,~ [d. at 289-93.
289 ld. at 293--99.
27°ld. at 299-300.
271 ld. at 295-96.
272 ld. at 301.
273 fd. at 326.
274Id. at 326-67.
2751d. at 327.
". 115 IBLA 304 (1990).
277 ld. at 304--05.

From 1978 through November 1984, Mobil.paid royalt~esbased .on
NGPA section 104 prices.27

' After 1984, Mobil began paying royalhes
based on higher section 102 prices.27

' Mobi~ ha~ not soug~t a well
1 ssification until MMS had presented 1t w1th an aud1t report

r~c ~ing that the well in question would qualify for section 102
s .0 s 280 MMS was seeking underpaid royalty for the period fromprice.
1978 to 1984.281 ..

Although it could have relied solely on the regulatory definition.of
royalty valuation, liLA treated th~~S position as being based on 1ts
laim that Mobil had violated the lIDplied covenant to market because

~t had not filed for a well reclassification earlier:" Mobil argued that
~t did not have sufficient data to justify such an application and that at
1 283 W·th tall times it operated as a reasonable and prudent operator. 1 au
specifically listing the elements of the implied covenant and ~thout
expressly adopting the RPO standard, IBLA remande~ the de:1~10nfor
a new hearing to detennine the material facts regarding Mobil s delay
in seeking reclassification of the well.284 IBLA did ~o~ cite T:ans~o,
although its reference to the objective RPO standard 1S ill.conflict Wlth
either the subjective good faith or sliding scale test used ill Tra~co.

A later IBLA decision, however, did cite Transco, but d1d not
resolve the potential conflict between applying the objective RPO and
subjective good faith standard. In Phillips Petroleum Co., MMS sought
additional royalty payments from a predecessor to Phillips because the
predecessor had allegedly failed to seek higher section 102 pri?es for
production from an OCS lease!'5 The lessee argued that 1t had
complied with the RPO standard in assessing the likelihood that the
well qualified for section 102 pricing.28• IBLA treated Mobil Oil as
controlling and remanded for a new hearing on the factual issue:"
While Phillips had argued that the RPO standard should apply,28'
lELA in a footnote referred back to Transco and the application of the
good faith standard, the no fiduciary standard, and the reasonable

218 ld. at 305. I

279 ld. at 307. '
280 ld. at 305.
281 ld.
2821d. at 310.
m [d. at 311.
284 ld.
m 117 IBLA 230,231 (1990).
286 ld. at 232.
2871d. at 235-36.
2M ld. at 235.
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business judgment rule. '89 The factual issues raised in asserting a
good faith defense might be quite different from those raised in
asserting a RPO defense. Likewise, if a sliding scale approach is to be
used, facts have to be adduced regarding the convergence or divergence
between the lessor's and lessee's interests.

The latest lELA decision, FMP Operating Co., also involved an
alleged failure on behalf of a federal oil and gas lessee to promptly seek
an NGPA well reclassification for the purpose of receiving a higher price
for natural gas.'90 Citing Transco, IBLA stated the standard of care
as "an affirmative duty to obtain the best possible sales price for the
benefit of the royalty owner, consistent with reasonable business
judgment."'91 IBLA also seemingly placed the burden of producing
evidence on the lessee to show that when it became eligible for
reclassification, it had a reasonable business judgment justifying the
decision not to seek reclassification.29

' Absent such a justification,
royalties would be assessed at the higher regulated price.293

VI. CONCLUSION

The common law has had nearly 100 years to refine implied
covenant jurisprudence. The states have agreed on many basic concepts
relating to implied covenants, but there are still substantial differences
of opinion on matters relating to the drainage and marketing covenants.
The federal government, on the other hand, acting through the lELA,
has had a reasonably short history of dealing with drainage and
marketing covenant cases. In adopting the RPO standard, lELA chose
not to make federal oil and gas lessees insurers against drainage losses.
But in shifting the burden of producing evidence and the ultimate
burden of persuasion in cases involving fraudulent drainage, IBLA
sought to make it harder for common lessees to avoid the payment of
compensatory royalties and the drilling of offset wells. The lELA is a
neophyte in the marketing covenant area and is unfortunately
borrowing some of the inconsistencies of the common law treatment of
that covenant. In cases involving marketing options, rather than the
decision to market or not to market, the lELA has yet to clearly state
whether it will apply an objective RPO standard or a subjective good

289 Id. at 236 n.4.
,,, 121 IBLA 328, 32!1--30 (1991).
291 Id. at 332.
"'Id.
293Id.
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faith standard, or perhaps both. With !be demise of governmeIl:tal price
regulation, cases involving the marketing covenant may we~ disa~pear
at the federal level. However, marketing cove~t cases WIth pnvate
leases should be expected.to continue apace, especially as we see greater
fluctuations in energy pnces.




